Yamaha 125 enduro

Motor turns over, has no spark. If you want to restore plan on A motor and carb rebuild. Has
rust free seat pan, Very hard to find straight front and rear fenders with luggage rack. Gas tank
has the original paint thats not faded but has dings and scratches, tank. One woman owner
bought brand new in New tires. Electric and kick start. Right rear turn signal cover is missing.
Headlight and left turn signals work. Horn works as well. I have the original owners manual and
original title. Carb just gone through. Bike starts and runs. Not looking for trades. No payments.
Located in Lakeside Montana. This bike has been stored inside its entire life and cared for very
well. It only has original miles on it. Everything is original and unrestored, Even the handgrips
and seat are original. The only thing that has been added are rear foot pegs. I even have the
original knobby tires that it came with. The existing tires are like new, and everything is in
perfect working order. This is a beautif. Vintage enduro , runs good, near perfect original
condition - matching numbers on the engine and frame. No rust, dents or issues. This is a super
cool 47 year old bike that's really fun to ride around town. I only get it out a few times each year
but it always starts right up. This bike should be on display or enjoyed by someone that has
time to take care of it. Classic Yamaha Enduro: This is the first model year of the classic
Yamaha " Enduro " series. Above average, original survivor with just shy of 3, miles. New
battery, crank seals and tune-up. Everything works including lights and electric starter. Clean
title in my name. Also comes with original factory owners and shop manual. Go Fast Racing
Bikes! CALL Bike runs good and is in nice shape. Lights , speedometer , tachometer , and
brakes all work. Tank has no rust in it. Tires are good and it has miles on it. It would be a nice
bike to ride around town with doing arrands or to ride to a buddies place and show off the bike
he wish he had. So id interested call or text me at thank you. For sale one Yamaha Enduro
motorcycle. Bike is not running. The engine is a runner Everything has been gone through but
the electrical needs to be completed just the connections in the headlight bucket. Clean gas
tank and clean carburetor. Also includes several boxes of additional parts. For sale is a classic,
vintage motorcycle in decent condition, looking for a good home with an adventurous,
mechanically interested individual. The tanks and front fender are currently painted flat black
first picture , but as I mention below, it comes with tanks and fenders in their original red and
white colors second picture. It is not without its blemishes, but it is generally in great shape. I
have the key. Bike does not run but motor will turn over Not Locked Up. Bike is a nice barn find
very complete it will not have you looking for more parts. I do have the front fender and side
cover just not on the bike or in pictures. Will make a nice bike to restore will not part out Asking
This bike is really amazing! One kick all original everything works. Bought from original owner.
This bike is valued at in the condition its in. This bike was sitting outside for a number of years
but all the parts are there and not bent up. I am quite sure motor is locked up but may make a
nice project bike. I think the year is about I do not have the title. In great shape. Seat is almost in
perfect condition. The tank has a few small scratches. There is a little bit of surface rust on the
frame and fenders. Just rebuilt the carburetor, cleaned fuel tank and changed the crankcase oil.
Two stroke oil injection works perfect. New b. City: Brainerd, MN. Posted: 1 month ago. City:
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Eugene, OR. Make Yamaha. Has been a lot of fun to drive around and people always ask many
questions about the bike. Over all it is a great classic to drive or add to a collection,the chrome
does have some light pitting after all the years,but still shines nice. I am selling because I
bought a and I want to restore it Shipping is buyers responsibility but I will be glad to help
assist with it Any questions I will be happy to get back to you ASAPThanks for looking. Electric
start , Lights, Horn, Brake light , Oil injection all works as should. Oil changed crank case and
oil injection. This bike is turn key and go. The oil tank ,fenders and rear swing arm was
repainted. Seat is perfect, no rust inside of gas tank. I went thought every nut and bolt on this
bike all maintenance done timing,carburetor ,oil injection. As you can see this is a very very
nice clean great running 42 year old bike. Oil changed bought crank case and oil injection. Seat
is perfect,no rust inside of tank. I totals went thought every nut and bolt on this bike all
maintenance done timing,carburetor ,oil injection. Very nice clean great running 42 year old
bike. Just missing oil reservoir, and tool kit. Small dent on right side of gas tank. The bike has
no title. As long as the item is paid for with in 5 working days of auction's end , I will hold item
for 30 days with out any cost. For sale is a yamaha enduro. The bike starts and runs great. The
transmission and clutch are in great condition and work flawlessly. The electric start works on
the bike along with all of the lights. The brakes are also in good working condition. About six
months ago the seat was recovered and is in perfect condition. The only things that are wrong

with the bike is the horn doesn't work and there is a small gas leak. Along with the bike is also
extra oil and a battery tender. Model AT3 Trail. Great Vintage bike.? The bike is in original
condition with matching frame and engine numbers and I hold a clean title. The tires are brand
new and the bike rides like it should. I have another Enduro I bought as a parts bike and will
include parts off this bike at buyers request or complete bike if buyer so wishes The bike is in
used condition so it has not been restored or worked upon in any attempt to get it to showroom
condition. From the pictures you will see:- tank has scratches but they are paint only and very
light dings - tank is clean and has no rust. Make Other Makes. After Worls War II, they began
producing their own unit construction two-stroke engines, selling complete motorcycles. Maico
made a brief foray into the automobile business with their own line of microcars in the late s.
Maico have also made go kart engines. The road motorcycles were named after winds While
lacking the financial capital and big money race-team backing like that of the Japanese factories
of Honda, Yamaha, Suzuki, and Kawasaki, Maico riders such as Adolf Weil, Ake Jonsson, and
Willy Bauer proved to be a serious challenge to the Japanese factories and produced numerous
top three finishes in the Motocross World Championships. The firm also experienced some
success in Grand Prix road racing competitions with rider Borje Jansson winning three cc
Grand Prix races between and American publication Motocross Action called the Maico Mega 2 cc the greatest open-class motocross bike of all time. The The bikes later moved to plastic
tanks in with the Mega One of the largest contributions to the world of motocross suspension
technology came in the season when the Wheelsmith Motorcycles team in the USA and the
Gunther Schier teams in Europe forward-mounted the rear shocks on the Maico factory-backed
motorcycles, immediately increasing the travel and ability to trump the competition. This
initiated a frantic effort on the part of factory teams and privateers alike; chopping up their
frames in a desperate attempt to remain competitive. Maicowerk AG filed for bankruptcy in , but
continued to produce small numbers of motocross and enduro models re-badged as M-Stars in
the United States due to legal issues up through Subsequent manufacturers have purchased
the brand name and applied it to their own limited production motorcycles. Modern open-class
dirt-bikes are still being produced under the Maico brandname. The ATK Intimidator dirt-bike
reportedly the most powerful production 2 stroke motorcycle available aside from Maico's own
motorcycles features a Maico motor. After the company went out of business in , its assets were
taken over by a Dutch company, but to this day retains a strong cult following. Many riders
restore vintage Maicos for display or to take back to the track. Thousand Oaks, CA.
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Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Has been a
lot of fun to drive around and people always ask many questions about the bike. Over all it is a
great classic to drive or add to a collection,the chrome does have some light pitting after all the
years,but still shines nice. I am selling because I bought a and I want to restore it Shipping is
buyers responsibility but I will be glad to help assist with it Any questions I will be happy to get
back to you ASAPThanks for looking. Electric start , Lights, Horn, Brake light , Oil injection all
works as should. Oil changed crank case and oil injection. This bike is turn key and go. The oil
tank ,fenders and rear swing arm was repainted. Seat is perfect, no rust inside of gas tank. I
went thought every nut and bolt on this bike all maintenance done timing,carburetor ,oil
injection. As you can see this is a very very nice clean great running 42 year old bike. Oil
changed bought crank case and oil injection. Seat is perfect,no rust inside of tank. I totals went
thought every nut and bolt on this bike all maintenance done timing,carburetor ,oil injection.
Very nice clean great running 42 year old bike. Just missing oil reservoir, and tool kit. Small
dent on right side of gas tank. The bike has no title. Appears to be complete, we got is as partial
payment for work done. Rear tire is dry rotted and cracked, will need to be replaced. Chrome
rims, guards, bars, guages, rear rack shine wonderfully Underseat very nice, clean, tidy nice
tight engine, free from piston slap and yes Model YZ As long as the item is paid for with in 5
working days of auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost. For sale is a
yamaha enduro. The bike starts and runs great. The transmission and clutch are in great
condition and work flawlessly. The electric start works on the bike along with all of the lights.
The brakes are also in good working condition. About six months ago the seat was recovered
and is in perfect condition. The only things that are wrong with the bike is the horn doesn't work
and there is a small gas leak. Along with the bike is also extra oil and a battery tender. I have a
yamaha dt dual sport with title runs good it has 3 thousand mii call call or text Ziolkowski in
California. He had
mountaineer ford lincoln mitsubishi
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let the registration fall out of the DMV system. The bike is in original condition with matching
frame and engine numbers and I hold a clean title. The tires are brand new and the bike rides
like it should. I have another Enduro I bought as a parts bike and will include parts off this bike
at buyers request or complete bike if buyer so wishes The bike is in used condition so it has not
been restored or worked upon in any attempt to get it to showroom condition. From the pictures
you will see:- tank has scratches but they are paint only and very light dings - tank is clean and
has no rust. Payson, AZ. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH. Eaton, NH. Easton, PA.
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